
Week 2 & 3
Although Week 1 ran smoothly, Week 2 and Week 3 of Build Season were cut
short due to an unexpected winter storm. Because school was closed, we were
unable to meet, since our worksite is in our school's woodshop.  We were only
able to meet twice out of our planned four meetings.  However, in order to make
up for all the hours we lost, we are now running on an alternate schedule. This
schedule can be found on our calendar on our website. In short, there will now be
a meeting on Tuesdays and Fridays in addition to the regular Wednesday and
Saturday meetings.  In our first meeting back on Friday the 26th, we continued
our progress from the last meeting on January 13th. Every member on our team is
working at their best to get us caught up, and we still on track to build an
awesome bot.
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Subgroup News
Strategy Hub
Our strategy subgroup has not only been
working hard analyzing the game
manual and training our potential
drivers, but they have been working on
the scouting guide which they
continually update based on the success
of other teams. This year, they plan to continue refining the digital scouting
system created in tandem with our programming subgroup.  Our scouting system
will continue to be available in our pits for all teams to look at.

Electrical Crew
Meanwhile, the electrical group began
preparing the E-boards for both of our
robots. By the end of the week, they
were able to finalze the design of the E-
boards and how they would be attached
to the rest of the bot.  Once mechanical
finishes with the drivetrain, electrical

will be ready to put the E-board in quickly and efficiently.  In addition to finishing
the E-boards, the electrical subgroup double-checked the quick connect CIM
Tester as well as the XT60 CIM tester. Likewise, the subgroup also reformatted
their build inventory to improve organization.

CAD Cove
In comparison to other subgroups, the
CAD subgroup took a different
strategy to accomplish their goals.
Each task was assigned to individual
members of the subgroup. Some
people designed a prototype to get
the scale mechanism to work. Others
used their time to discover, prototype, and CAD ideas for intaking the power
cubes.



Programming Party
Programming is currently working with
our strategy team to create our
scouting program which can be used
in future competitions to benefit our
decision-making for allies. Likewise,
the subgroup began planning an
outline for the code to be
implemented in the robot. So far, they
have started testing the code for the
autonomous.  Mostly, they have been
creating code and experimenting
using our sensor bot. Once the
technical subgroups complete the
drive train, the robot will be given to
the programming subgroup to allow
them to finalize their code and fix any
bugs.

Mechanical Corner
During week 2 of Build Season, the
mechanical subgroup began
assembling the two drivetrains they
plan to make. This year we are
creating a frame from tubular
aluminum, which is new for us.  Since
our parts for the drive train have
arrived, we plan to have two
completed drivetrains that can be
given to the programming subgroup
towards the beginning of Week 4. Our
mechanical team has also continued
to work with CAD and strategy to
prototype our scoring mechanisms. 
When the main components of the
robot arrive, the technical subgroups
will start building our final versions of
these scoring mechanisms.

 



STEM in our Community!
Over the past two weeks, the outreach team attended several events in order to
spread STEM education to our community. Our outreach team hosted a STEM
night at Pinchbeck Elementary in which they taught children the different
elements of a robot. The children's eyes beamed as they saw Frisbees shooting
out of Talon 6.0, our Frisbee shooting robot. The best part was when they were
able to help us drive around and shoot Frisbees.  Later, we presented the Bombini
Bots to the them and they were excited to be able to control their own robot. We
taught them the different parts of the robot and how to control each component
of the robot. In order for the children to better understand the elements of the
robot, we compared each part to a familiar human body part. For example, we
related the Arduino to the brain since it controls all functions. We're excited to be
able to bring STEM to the community, and we were glad to be able to go to
Pinchbeck and accomplish our mission.

Additionally, the outreach team has been going to Glen Lea Elementary to bring
STEM education to children. Once again, we used our Bombini bots to teach the
children. First, we took a bot apart and explained each part and its function. Then,
they each got an opportunity to assemble the individuals parts to form a
functional bot. After the bot was assembled, they children learned how to
program and control the bot using Scratch. In order to test the skills they
acquired, we held an obstacle course for the robot in which the children had to
maneuver the robot independently. The kids proved that they acquired the STEM
skills by succeeding in the obstacle course.

Finally, the outreach subgroup set up a stand during Godwin's curriculum fair to
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promote our team to future freshman.The outreach team introduced technology,
engineering, and CAD classes to the rising freshman. In addition, we also showed
the Lego bot to the kids and allowed them to control it. We hoped to promote an
interest in robotics in these children so that they can follow a STEM pathway in
the future. An outreach member claimed that,

"A lot of parents were very interested in entering their kids into STEM, especially
joining the team."

- Brenden Morris, Outreach Member
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